We aim to devise feasible, efficient verification schemes for bosonic channels. To this end, we construct an average-fidelity witness that yields a tight lower bound for average fidelity plus a general framework for verifying optimal quantum channels. For both multi-mode unitary Gaussian channels and single-mode amplification channels, we present experimentally feasible average-fidelity witnesses and reliable verification schemes, for which sample complexity scales polynomially with respect to all channel specification parameters. Our verification scheme provides an approach to benchmark the performance of bosonic channels on a set of Gaussian-distributed coherent states by employing only two-mode squeezed vacuum states and local homodyne detections. Our results demonstrate how to perform feasible tests of quantum components designed for continuous-variable quantum information processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Progress in optical quantum computing [1] [2] [3] demands efficient schemes to verify performance of optical quantum processes, which would serve as components and devices for the quantum system. Characterization by quantum process tomography [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] could serve as a means for gathering sufficient assessment data to be used for verification, but, unfortunately, quantum process tomography is inefficient: the sampling overhead scales exponentially with system size, with system size being logarithmic in Hilbert space dimension corresponding to how much quantum information (e.g., number of qubits) required to describe the system. Partial characterization methods, such as direct fidelity estimation [11, 12] and randomized benchmark [13] [14] [15] [16] , provide ways to estimate efficiently the fidelity of a unitary multi-qubit quantum channel or average gate fidelity of Clifford gates, these methods are not readily adapted to bosonic channels directly due to non-compactness of the Heisenberg-Weyl group and the real symplectic group [17] as well as practical constriction of finite energy. Our aim is to devise efficient and experimentally feasible verification schemes for bosonic channels.
Quantum-state verification is widely studied [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Reliable and efficient verification schemes [18] for both bosonic Gaussian pure states and pure states generated by photon-number state inputs, linear optical interferometers and photon number detections has been generalized to non-Gaussian cubic phase states [24] . These verification approaches have been adapted to benchmarking continuous-variable (CV) quantum gates [25] . On the other hand, a series of quantum-process benchmark approaches for bosonic channels have been explored [26] [27] [28] [29] . An alternative approach benchmarks the average fidelity of bosonic quantum processes over all coherent states by preparing a two-mode squeezed vacuum state and measuring a single observable [29] .
An experimentally appealing adaptation [25] of recent verification schemes [18, 24] only estimates average fidelity over a finite-dimensional subspace chosen by selecting a finite set of coherent states. This subspace selection cannot assess quantum-channel performance over the entire infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H . In contrast, the alternative scheme [29] is challenged by experimental limitations: online squeezing, which squeezes any state known or unknown [30, 31] , and quantum memories [32, 33] . Here we combine the favourable features of the state verification approach [18] and the unified quantum-benchmark approach [29] to develop our verification schemes for bosonic channels.
We formulate quantum-channel verification as an adversarial game between a technology-limited verifier and an untrusted, powerful prover who has significant but bounded quantum technology. Our average-fidelity witness issues a certificate that contains a tight lower bound of the average fidelity of the quantum channel. We develop a general framework for verification of optimal quantum channels, and, as examples of this framework, we present reliable and experimentally feasible verification schemes for both multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels and single-mode amplification channels. Both schemes can be implemented by preparing two-mode squeezed vacuum states and applying local homodyne detections, and the sample complexities for both two schemes scale polynomially with all channel-specification parameters. Thus, our results provide experimentally feasible tests of quantum components in bosonic quantum systems.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the background related to Gaussian quantum information, verification of Gaussian pure states and benchmark of quantum channels. Section III provides the mathematical definitions of verification of quantum channels and average-fidelity witness. In Sec. IV, we introduce the verification scheme of multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels and single-mode amplification channels. Sections V and VI are the discussion and conclusion sections, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first briefly review CV quantum information. Second, we present the mathematical definitions of quantum-state verification and of a fidelity witness, and discuss verification protocols for multi-mode Gaussian pure states [18] . Third is a review of the unified benchmark approach [29] by preparing one single input state and measuring one single observable.
A. Gaussian quantum information in a nutshell
This subsection begins with pertinent basic concepts of CV quantum information [34, 35] . We discuss the important concepts on Gaussian quantum information, necessary for the verification protocols in Sec. IV, including Gaussian states, multi-mode Gaussian unitary operations, and homodyne measurements. In bosonic systems, CV quantum information is encoded in the Fock space H ⊗N , where H is a single-mode Fock space, spanned by Fock number states {|n } ∞ n=0 , and N denotes the number of modes. For each mode j, we denote the position operator and momentum operator byq j andp j , respectively. The annihilation and creation operators arê
with the commutator describing the bosonic algebra. Each density operator on H is a trace-class operator. Given an observable O, its mean value is
To make tr(Oρ) well defined for any ρ on H , either O is bounded or a sequence of bounded self-adjoint operator O
where · is the Euclidean norm on H . For example, although the number operatorn is not bounded, due to the finite energy restriction, a sequence of operators
approaches the limit in (3), so the mean photon number tr(nρ) is always well defined. An N -mode density operator ρ is a Gaussian state if its characteristic function
is a Gaussian distribution, where ⊤ denotes transpose. Any N -mode Gaussian state can be characterized by the first two cumulants of the conjugated quadrature operators, i.e., mean vector and covariance matrix
where
is the anti-commutator.
A thermal state at temperature T is a Gaussian state with density operator on Fock basis
wheren T is the mean photon number, ω is the frequency for this mode, and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The density operator of a thermal state can be represented as a function of annihilation and creation operators [37, 38] ,
The purification of ρ T (n T ) is a two-mode squeezed vacuum state
for r the squeezing parameter. Gaussian unitary operations (that is, unitary representations of Gaussian maps) are unitary operations that map Gaussians quantum states to Gaussian quantum states. Gaussian-preserving unitary operations form the semidirect product group [17] 
for HW(N ) the Heisenberg-Weyl group comprising displacement operations on N -mode phase space and Sp(2N, R) the real symplectic group comprising squeezers and linear optical interferometers. The spectral norm of S, denoted by S ∞ , equals e rmax , where r max is the maximal single-mode squeezing parameter in U S,d . Any multi-mode Gaussian unitary operation U S,d yields an affine mapping on phase spacê
Under the Gaussian unitary operation U S,d , the mean values and covariance matrix of a Gaussian state are transformed tox
The Gaussian unitary operation
with phase-space transformation
is a two-mode squeezing operation. Online squeezing, in experiments, is the squeezing of an arbitrary, possibly unknown quantum state [34] . Single-mode homodyne detection regarding quadrature operator
corresponds to a positive operator-valued measurement (POVM)
where |x φ is an eigenstate of quadrature operatorx φ with eigenvalue x ∈ R, but not within H [39] . The probability of measurement outcome x is
Experimentally, homodyne detection is accomplished by combining a signal mode with a local oscillator by a balanced beam splitter and detecting the difference of photon numbers between the two output modes. Homodyne detection can be used for the purpose of quantum tomography [40] . In this subsection, we have reviewed Gaussian states, multi-mode Gaussian unitary operations, as well as homodyne measurements. In the next subsection, we explain how to verify a Gaussian pure state.
B. Verification of pure states
This subsection begins by the definition of quantum-state verification. Then we review the mathematical definition of fidelity witness. Finally, we discuss the fidelity witness for Gaussian pure states and the verification protocol for Gaussian pure states.
Verification is the process of determining whether an implementation properly satisfies design specifications [41] . Verification, along with validation, is important for assessing the credibility of a product or a system. Quantum-state verification [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] aims to check whether an implementation of certain quantum state meets the specifications of a target quantum state or not.
Suppose the figure of merit for state verification is fidelity
where ρ t is pure:
There is a technology-limited verifier and an untrusted, powerful prover with significant but bounded quantum technology. The verifier provides the prover with the classical description of a pure state ρ t , and the prover sends independent and identical copies of quantum state ρ p to the verifier. Then by measurements, the verifier decides whether to accept ρ p as a certified preparation of ρ t or reject it. Reminiscent of interactive proof systems [42, 43] , the completeness and soundness conditions of quantum-state verification are defined as follows [18] . Definition 1. With respect to threshold fidelity F t < 1 and maximal failure probability 0 < δ ≤ 1 2 , the verifier's verification test should satisfy 1. completeness: if ρ p = ρ t , the verifier accepts with probability at least 1 − δ; 2. soundness: if F (ρ p , ρ t ) ≤ F t , the verifier rejects with probability at least 1 − δ.
As ρ t has zero measure in the topological space of density operators induced by fideity, to make the definition practically meaningful, the verifier should accept all states in a neighbourhood of ρ t with probability at least 1 − δ.
In the multi-qubit case, F (ρ p , ρ t ) can be estimated [11, 12] by decomposing ρ t into a linear combination of Pauli operators and measuring the overlap between ρ p and each Pauli operator. This idea gives rise to verification schemes for ground states of Hamiltonians and certain stabilizer states by measuring single-qubit Pauli operators [20] . Adapting this idea into infinite-dimensional system, F (ρ p , ρ t ) can be estimated by measuring the Wigner function of ρ p at different phase-space points [12] . Although experimentally viable [40] , this method is not efficient.
To obtain an efficient verification scheme for Gaussian pure states, we introduce fidelity witness, which provides an economic way to detect F (ρ p , ρ t ). Analogous to entanglement witness [44, 45] , a fidelity witness distinguishes ρ t from the whole set {ρ p ; F (ρ p , ρ t ) ≤ F t } for any threshold fidelity F t < 1. Here we present the mathematical definition of fidelity witness [21] . Definition 2. A self-adjoint operator W is a fidelity witness for ρ t if
We see that
witnesses
whereas
does not imply any relation between F (ρ t , ρ p ) and F t . Now we explain how to verify a Gaussian pure state by measuring a fidelity witness. For any Gaussian pure state
the observable
is a fidelity witness, such that
where equality is achieved iff ρ p = ρ t . The above mean value is a linear combination of single-mode expectation values and two-mode correlations [18] 
Thus, the right-hand side of inequality (28) can be estimated by local homodyne detections on ρ p . The verification protocol for Gaussian pure states is presented in Algorithm 1. This protocol requires 2mc 1 + 2νmc 2 copies of ρ p , where
(xu +xv).
25: 
30:
return b = 1;
32:
return b = 0.
34:
end if 35: end procedure This protocol is a reliable verification protocol satisfying the completeness and soundness conditions in Def. 1 [18] . Furthermore, this protocol accepts any state close enough to ρ t . If
and ρ ⊥ t is a density operator orthogonal to ρ t satisfying
the verifier accepts ρ p with probability at least 1 − δ. As
the verifier, with a high probability, accepts any state in a neighbourhood of ρ t in the topological space of density operators.
In this subsection, we have explained how verification of quantum states can be cast into an adversarial game between a verifier and a prover. We have reviewed the mathematical definitions of fidelity witness as well as the verification protocol for multi-mode Gaussian pure states.
C. Benchmarking quantum channels
This subsection first reviews the general framework of quantum-process benchmarking. Second, we explain how an arbitrary benchmark test can be reformulated into a canonical test that employs one input state and measures one observable. Third, we discuss the canonical test for amplification and attenuation channels.
Here quantum-process benchmarking refers to measuring the performance of an experimental quantum process using a specific figure of merit, such as average fidelity, resulting in a value that is compared with theoretical values. Direct-fidelity estimation approach [11, 12] can be used to benchmark multi-qubit quantum channels by preparing product states and measuring single-qubit Pauli operators. On the other hand, quantum randomized benchmarking provides an efficient way to estimate the average gate fidelity of multi-qubit Clifford gates. However, neither of these methods are readily adapted to benchmarking bosonic channels due to the finite-energy restriction [25, [27] [28] [29] 46] . Now we introduce a general framework of quantum-process benchmarking in terms of a quantum-state transformation game [28] . In order to measure the performance of a prover's quantum channel, denoted by E, a verifier prepares a state ρ x with probability p x (in general, a probability measure), sends ρ x through E, applies certain measurement on E(ρ x ), and assign different scores to different measurement outcomes, where x is a label. We use x to denote the set of labels, and the cardinality of X can either be finite or be countably infinite or even uncountable. The expected score s E quantifies the performance of channel E.
For average-fidelity-based benchmarking, the verifier's measurement is described by the POVM
If the measurement outcome corresponds to |φ x φ x |, then the verifier assigns score 1 to E; otherwise he assigns score 0. Then the expected score equals the average fidelity
where, if x is an uncountable set, must be replaced by . Rather than sampling different inputs ρ x , any benchmark test can be reformulated into a new test that requires only the preparation of one input state σ AR and the measurement of one observable O A ′ R by adding a reference system R, where A and A ′ denote channel input and channel output, respectively. The new test is equivalent to the original one, in the sense that, for any CPTP map E, the expected score
where 1 is the identity channel on reference R. σ AR and O A ′ R in Eq. (39) are not unique: different combinations of input σ AR and observable O A ′ R lead to equivalent tests iff they yield the same performance operator, which is defined below [29] .
Definition 3. For a benchmark test with input state σ AR and observable O A ′ R , the performance operator is
This performance operator (40) satisfies the condition that, for any quantum channel E,
for C E the Jamio lkowski operator for E [47] .
As the combination of σ AR and O A ′ R is not unique, an experimentally feasible input state σ AR is preferred. Any benchmark test of E can be reformulated into a canonical test by preparing an entangled pure state |Ψ AR , applying E to system A, and applying measurements on E ⊗ I(|Ψ Ψ| AR ) with the observable [29] 
and T AR is a partial isometry such that
By plugging the performance operator for average-fidelity-based test
into Eq. (42), we obtain the single observable to be measured, in order to estimate average fidelity. We have briefly reviewed CV quantum information theory, especially Gaussian states and Gaussian unitary operations. Furthermore, we have reviewed concepts concerning quantum-state verification and fidelity witness. Our exposition has elucidated how a multi-mode Gaussian pure state can be verified by measuring a fidelity witness. We have also discussed quantum-process benchmark and the canonical benchmark test.
III. DEFINITIONS AND FRAMEWORK
This section begins by the general framework of verification of an optimal quantum channel. Then we explain the mathematical definition of average-fidelity witness. Finally, we present a general protocol for quantum-channel verification and show this verification protocol satisfies completeness and soundness conditions. Consider a state-transformation task
with an input ensemble
as well as an output-target-state set
Suppose at least one optimal quantum channel E opt exists in the sense that E opt achieves the maximal average fidelitȳ
In the finite-dimensional case, such an optimal quantum channel always exists [26, 48] .
There is a technology-limited verifier and an untrusted, powerful prover with significant but bounded quantum technology. The verifier provides the prover with the classical description of the input ensemble (47) as well as the output-target-state set (48) , and the prover sends independent and identical copies of quantum channels, E p , to the verifier. The verifier prepares input states and applies local measurements at outputs without any state-preparation and measurement (SPAM) errors, and then decides whether to accept E p as an optimal quantum channel in terms ofF Ep , or reject it. We define completeness and soundness requirements for verification of optimal quantum channels as follows.
Definition 4. An optimal-quantum-channel verification, with respect to threshold average fidelityF t and maximal failure probability δ, satisfies 1. completeness: ifF Ep =F max , then the verifier accepts with probability no less than 1 − δ; 2. soundness: ifF Ep ≤F t , then the verifier rejects with probability no less than 1 − δ.
To guarantee quantum-channel verification makes sense in practice, the verifier should accept any quantum channel in a neighbourhoood of E opt in the topolocal space of all CPTP maps induced by the average fidelity in Eq. (38) .
In order to verify whether E p is optimal, one way is to follow the procedures of the canonical average-fidelity-based benchmark test in Subsec. II C. In general, however, O A ′ R in Eq. (42) is not feasibly measured. Here we define averagefidelity witness, which yields a tight lower bound of the average fidelity and develop a quantum-channel verification protocol involving measurement of an average-fidelity witness.
Definition 5. An observable W A ′ R is an average-fidelity witness forF E on the state E ⊗ I (|Ψ Ψ| AR ) if
2. ∀E, ω(E) ≤F E .
Analogous to the fidelity witness, measuring the average-fidelity witness distinguishes the optimal quantum channels from all quantum channels, whose average fidelity is below the threshold. The verification game between the verifier and the prover can also be interpreted by a query model: copies of quantum channel E are obtained via queries from a black box to decide whether E is optimal or not in terms of average fidelity. Given certain classical descriptions of input and target-output ensembles, the black box, each time, outputs one independent and identical copy of a quantum channel. The query complexity describes how many copies of E are demanded from the black box, in order to have a reliable answer on whether E is optimal or not. As estimating
the size of the classical description of input and target-output ensembles. We present our general framework of a verification protocol for optimal quantum channels in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 General verification protocol for optimal quantum channels
Input:
• px ⊲ Probability distribution
• classical description of ρx ⊲ Input states
• classical description of |φx φx| ⊲ Output target states
•Ft ⊲ 0 <Ft <Fmax is threshold average fidelity
is maximal failure probability
is error bound
• Ep ⊲ The sample complexity depends on both δ and ǫ.
• |Ψ AR ⊲ The number of copies of |Ψ AR depends on that of Ep. Output:
• b ⊲ b ∈ {0, 1}, 0 means reject and 1 means accept. 1: procedure VerificationofOptimalChannels(px, x, classical description of ρx and |φx φx|,Ft, δ, ǫ, Ep, |Ψ AR )
2:
send system A of each copy of |Ψ AR through one copy of Ep; 3: apply local measurements on each Ep ⊗ I |Ψ Ψ| AR to measure W A ′ R ; ⊲ W A ′ R is a tight lower bound of the observable O A ′ R in Eq. (42).
4:
by processing measurement outcomes, obtain an estimate ω(Ep) * of ω(Ep); ⊲ With probability no less than 1 − δ,
5:
if ω(Ep) * ≥Ft + ǫ then return b = 0.
9:
end if 10: end procedure This general verification protocol satisfy both the completeness and soundness conditions in definition 4. If E p is an optimal quantum channel, then ω(E p ) =F max . Hence, with probability at least 1 − δ,
IfF Ep ≤F t , with probability at least 1 − δ,
Using the decision-making procedure, we conclude that this protocol satisfies the completeness and soundness conditions.
From the continuity of the function ω(E p ) at optimal quantum channels, a neighbourhood of optimal channels exists in the topological space of CPTP maps, such that ∀ E p in this neighbourhood satisfies
Hence, with probability at least 1 − δ,
It indicates that the verifier accepts any quantum channel in a neighbourhood of the optimal channels, with high probability, in the topological space. This section has presented our general scheme on how to verify an optimal quantum channel in terms of average fidelity. We have mathematically defined optimal-quantum-channel verification and average-fidelity witness. In next section, we present examples of this general verification protocol by measuring experimentally feasible average-fidelity witnesses.
IV. VERIFICATION OF BOSONIC CHANNELS
In this section, we present two verification protocols, one for multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels, the other for single-mode amplification channels. All operations and sample complexities in the protocols are specified. The verification operations only require the preparation of two-mode squeezed vacuum states and the application of local homodyne detections. The sample complexities scale polynomially with respect to all channel-specification parameters. In both protocols, we devise experimentally feasible average-fidelity witnesses, the mean values of which, can be sampled by local homodyne detections.
A. Verification of multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels
In this subsection, we present a verification protocol for multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels. Central to this verification protocol, is an average-fidelity witness, and we show that the mean value of this witness can be estimated by sampling the means and the covariance matrix of quadrature operators.
Here we investigate a verification protocol for the optimal quantum channel in terms of average fidelitȳ
is the unitary quantum channel and
is a product of m coherent states. Evidently, U S,d achieves unity average fidelity (58).
The verification protocol for the optimal quantum channel in terms of the average fidelity (58) is presented in Algorithm 3. The protocol requires 2mc 3 + m(2m + 1)c 4 + 4m 2 c 5 copies of E p , where
All the measurements in the protocol can be accomplished by m + 5 local homodyne settings, and the detailed measurement scheme is explained in Appendix E.
Algorithm 3 Verification protocol for multi-mode Gaussian unitary operations
•Ft ⊲ 0 <Ft < 1 is the threshold average fidelity
is the maximal failure probability
is the error bound
• Ep ⊲ 2mc3 + m(2m + 1)c4 + 4m 2 c5 copies of Ep
• |κ TMSV ⊲ 2m 2 c3 + m 2 (2m + 1)c4 + 4m 3 c5 copies of |κ TMSV , where
• σ1 ⊲ the upper bound of the variance of anyx
⊲ the upper bound of the variance of any
• b ⊲ b ∈ {0, 1}, 0 means reject and 1 means accept. 1: procedure VerificationofGaussianUnitaryOperations(
for each copy of Ep do 3:
send one mode of one copy of |κ TMSV into j-input of Ep; 5: keep the other mode as a reference mode; for i = 1 : c3 do ⊲ To estimate γ :=x A ′ ∈ R 2m .
10:
apply a single-shot homodyne detection for quadraturex 
is ith measurement outcome with respect to quadraturex A ′ l .
13:
for i = 1 : c4 do ⊲ To estimate the diagonal elements in Γ1 := x A ′x ⊤ A ′ ∈ R 2m×2m .
14:
is an estimate of Γ1.
17:
end for 18: for u = 1 : 2m do ⊲ To estimate the off-diagonal elements in Γ1.
19:
if (u, v) = (2j, 2j − 1) for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} then
21:
for i = 1 : c4 do
22:
apply two single-shot homodyne detections for quadraturesx 
end if 31:
end for 33: end for 34:
35:
for v = 1 : 2m do
36:
for i = 1 : c5 do Now we devise an average-fidelity witness for the average fidelity in Eq. (58) and show that its mean value is a linear combination of γ, Γ 1 and Γ 2 . Hence, the mean value of the witness can be estimated by the measurement and classical-information processing schemes in Algorithm 3.
Theorem 6. The observable
is an average-fidelity witness forF (E, U S,d ) on E ⊗ I |κ κ| ⊗m TMSV .
From now on, we use W U S,d to denote the average-fidelity witness (65). To show Theorem 6, we need Lemmas 7 and 8.
Lemma 7. Given performance operator
where g > 0, and input state
and
otherwise,
The proof of this lemma is in Appendix A. Lemma 7 implies that by applying two-mode squeezing and measuring G θ at one mode, the verifier can directly estimate the average fidelity. However, this measurement requires quantum memory, online two-mode squeezing and heterodyne detections, the combination of which is experimentally challenging. Using the lemma below, we find lower bounds of the observables in Lemma 7.
The proof of this lemma is in Appendix B. Combining Lemma 8 with Lemma 7, we obtain the observable in Eq. (65). Now we prove Theorem 6.
Proof. From Eq. (45), we know that the performance operator, in the test of average fidelityF (E, U S,d ), is
Using Eq. (67) for the tensor product of m modes, we obtain the observable
such thatF
In Eq. (73), each G κ acts on one output mode, each S κ acts on one output mode and the associated reference mode, and U S,d acts on the m output modes. To perform the operator multiplication in Eq. (73), the operators must be represented on the Hilbert spaces with one specific order, like A
The permutation of Hilbert spaces leave the operators unchanged.
Plugging inequality (71) into Eqs. (73) and (74) yields
which proves condition (52) . On the other hand, from Eqs. (73) and (74), we havē
Using Eq. (68), we know that E is an optimal channel, i.e.,F (E, U S,d ) achieves one, iff
which is further equivalent to
This proves condition (51). Thus, W U S,d is an average-fidelity witness forF (E, U S,d ).
Next we show that the expectation value of the average-fidelity witness
is a linear combination of the mean values of quadrature operators, γ, and the covariances of quadrature operators, Γ 1 and Γ 2 . We rewrite each photon number operator in terms of position and momentum operators,
By applying the inverse transformations of (15)
and the inverse transformation of (12)
we write W U S,d in terms ofx A ′ andx R ,
As each reference mode is in a thermal state ρ T (
Using this fact and Eq. (64), we obtain
Eq. (85) implies that the mean value of the average-fidelity witness can be estimated by sampling the means and the covariance matrix of quadrature operators, as shown in Algorithm 3. This subsection has presented a verification protocol for multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels including all operations and sample complexities. Central to the verification protocol, we have devised an average-fidelity witness and show that its mean value can be estimated by applying local homodyne detections. Our protocol greatly simplifies the experimental setting to detect the average fidelity without requiring quantum memory or online squeezing. The sample complexity of this protocol scales polynomially with the number of modes, the maximal squeezing parameter and the phase-space displacement of the target Gaussian unitary operation.
B. Verification of single-mode amplification channels
In this subsection, we present a verification protocol for single-mode amplification channels. We devise an averagefidelity witness for this verification protocol and show that its mean value is a linear combination of the covariances of quadrature operators.
Quantum amplification channels [49] are important for quantum cloning and other quantum information processing protocols. We investigate a verification protocol for the optimal quantum channel in terms of average fidelitȳ
where g > λ + 1 is the amplification gain. Chiribella and Xie showed that the optimal amplification channel can be achieved by a Gaussian amplification channel, using two-mode squeezing, and the maximum achievable average fidelity (86) is [26] 
We present our verification protocol in Algorithm 4. The protocol requires 2c 6 + 2c 7 copies of E p , where
Thus, the sample complexity scales efficiently with respect to amplification gain g.
Algorithm 4 Verification protocol for single-mode amplification channel
⊲ Variance of the prior Gaussian distribution
• g ⊲ g > λ + 1 is the amplification gain.
•Ft ⊲ 0 <Ft < λ+1 g 2 is the threshold average fidelity.
is the maximal failure probability.
•
is the error bound.
• Ep ⊲ 2c6 + 2c7 copies of Ep from the prover
• |κ TMSV ⊲ 2c6 + 2c7 copies of |κ TMSV
• σ2 ⊲ the upper bound of the variances ofq
• b ⊲ b ∈ {0, 1}, 0 means reject and 1 means accept.
send one mode of each copy of |κ TMSV into a copy of Ep, and keep the other mode as a reference mode;
3:
apply a single-shot homodyne detection for quadratureq A ′ on one copy of Ep ⊗ I |κ κ| TMSV ;
5:
end for 6:
7:
apply a single-shot homodyne detection for quadraturep A ′ on one copy of Ep ⊗ I |κ κ| TMSV ;
9:
end for 10:
11:
apply two single-shot homodyne detections for quadraturesq A ′ andqR simultaneously on one copy of Ep ⊗ I |κ κ| TMSV ; 13: end for 14:
15:
apply two single-shot homodyne detections for quadraturesp A ′ andpR simultaneously on one copy of Ep ⊗ I |κ κ| TMSV ; 17: end for 18:
⊲ Obtain an estimate ω(Ep) * of ω(Ep) in Eq. (97).
20:
if ω(Ep) * ≥Ft + ǫ then 21: return b = 1;
22:
else 23: return b = 0.
24:
end if 25: end procedure Central to our verification protocol, we devise an average-fidelity witness and show that its mean value can be estimated by the measurement and classical-information processing scheme in Algorithm 4.
Theorem 9. The observable
is an average-fidelity witness forF g (E) on E ⊗ I (|κ κ| TMSV ).
Henceforth, we use W amp to denote the average-fidelity witness (90).
Proof. From Eq. (70), we knowF
Plugging in inequality (71), we have
which proves condition (52) . On the other hand, from Eqs. (68) and (91), we know that E is optimal; i.e.,F g (E) =
Eq. (93) is further equivalent to
which proves condition (51) . Thus, we conclude that W amp is an average-fidelity witness forF g (E).
is a linear combination of quadrature covariances. From Eq. (80) and transformation (81), we have
Combining Eqs. (69) and (84) yeilds
Eq. (97) implies that the mean value of the average-fidelity witness can be estimated by sampling the covariances of the quadrature operators, as shown in Algorithm 4.
We have presented the verification protocols of two typical kinds of bosonic channels as examples of the general framework in section III. Rather than estimating the average fidelity directly, both two verification protocols estimate the mean value of an average-fidelity witness, which ascertains an lower bound the average fidelity. The measurement of the average-fidelity witness requires only the preparation of two-mode squeezed vacuum states and the application of homodyne detections. As the measurements on the reference modes can be applied immediately after the preparation of two-mode squeezed vacuum states, our verification protocols do not require any quantum memory to remain the entanglement between the channel-output modes and the reference modes. The sample complexities of both quantum channels and two-mode squeezed vacuum state inputs in both two protocols are efficient with respect to all specification parameters of the target channels.
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented a general verification framework for an optimal quantum channel by unifying the favourable features of quantum-state verification [18] and quantum-process benchmarking [29] . To develop our quantum-channelverification framework, standard fidelity witness for quantum states has been generalized to an average fidelity witness for quantum channels per Definition 5. Rather than sampling a set of input states, our quantum-channel verification protocols require only one certain entangled input state and local measurements of an average-fidelity witness. Our verification protocols satisfy both completeness and soundness conditions per Definition 4, hence are reliable quantumchannel verification schemes.
We have presented the applications of our framework for the verification of two types of CPTP maps: multimode Gaussian unitary channels and single-mode amplification channels, both used widely in continuous-variable quantum computing and quantum communication. We devise average-fidelity witnesses for these two types of quantum channels in Theorems 6 and Theorem 9, respectively, by truncating a thermal-state density operator in Lemma 8 and reformulating the witness in terms of quadrature operators. Sample complexity for verifying multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels scales polynomially with respect to number of modes m, maximum squeezing S ∞ and phasespace displacement d . On the other hand, sample complexity to verify single-mode amplification channels scales polynomially with respect to amplification gain g. Sample complexities in both verification protocols are proportional to
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented experimentally feasible verification protocols for bosonic channels with polynomially scaling sample complexities. Different from quantum process tomography, our verification protocol's benchmark is average fidelity over an infinite set of gaussian-distributed coherent states. Our experimental setting uses only two-mode squeezed vacuum states and local homodyne detections, which are feasible using current technology. Our verification protocols are reliable in the sense that a deceitful prover fails to cheat a prover and an honest prover typically passes the prover's test.
The essential step of our verification protocols is to measure an average-fidelity witness, whose mean value can distinguish an optimal quantum channel from all other quantum channels, whose average fidelity is below a certain threshold. We apply our quantum-channel verification framework to verifying both multi-mode Gaussian unitary channels and single-mode amplification channels. Owing to extensive usage of Gaussian unitary operations, like squeezing, in continuous-variable quantum information processing and the remarkable utilization of amplification channels in quantum communication [50, 51] , our verification protocols are important for testing components in continuous-variable quantum computing and quantum communication.
Our quantum-channel-verification framework can be applied to verify other types of quantum channels, for example, attenuation channels and optimal quantum cloning machines [52] . Sample complexity, introduced here, can be further reduced by restricting the nature of the quantum channel and using statistical techniques, like importance sampling [21, 25] . In the future, benchmark and verification protocols that does not rely on assuming independent and identical copies and are robust to SPAM errors will be important for continuous-variable quantum gates.
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Appendix C: Sample complexity for verification of Gaussian unitary channels
We denote the estimation errors as
The distance between w and experimental value w * can be bounded
where we use
in (C5), and
in (C6) for any matrices A and B.
From the singular value decomposition of the symplectic matrix S, we obtain
Plugging the inequalities
into Eq. (C6), we have
To guarantee that
where P (·) denotes the probability of an event, we suppose each term on the right-hand side of (C15) is less than ǫ 3 with probability no less than (1 − δ) 
To sample mean value of observable (E1), one can sample mean value of
by noting that 1 2 (qp +pq) = 1 2 (q +p)
and that mean value of q have been sampled by the approach we explained above. Sampling mean value of observable (E2), for each j, can be accomplished by one additional measurement setting that is to perform homodyne detection at each mode of A' in a 45-degree rotated basis. Thus, all measurements in Algorithm 3 can be accomplished by m + 5 local homodyne settings.
